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Abstract

Media Representation of Iranian Female 

Athletes
Case study of Rio 2016

Zohreh Abdollahkhani

Global Sport Management, Department of Physical Education

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

The purpose of this study is to analyze four Iranian newspapers (two 

Farsi languages and two English language newspapers) to argue how they 

represent Iranian female athletes in Rio Olympic games 2016 in their 

Photographic and headline coverage.

This study begins with background information on the history of the 

female sport and then proceeds to the female sport in Iran before and after 

the 1979 Islamic revolution, is followed by an analysis of preceding studies 

on the representation of female athletes.

Following this, the research discusses the approach of the media

towards Iranian women. Finally, studies the approach of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran’s media towards women in the field. This study
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accomplished through a qualitative content analysis of data collected from 

four different newspapers.

Although analyzing the Iranian mass media representation of female 

sport is proving the previous studies regarding unequal representation of the 

female sport, but it also reveals that the approach of the English language 

and Farsi language newspapers toward female sport are not the same. While 

the National theme is the first most frequent theme in English language 

newspapers, the Gender theme is the most frequent theme in Farsi.

The study also reveals that the Iranian media represent female athletes 

as a Muslim Female, and being an athlete is a secondary issue. The results 

of this study prove that in both headlines and photographic coverage, the 

focus is on the religious theme other than athleticism.

Keywords: female athlete, Muslim athletes, Media, Mass Media, Religion, 

Iran, Olympics.

Student Number: 2016-29349
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국 문 초 록

이란 여성 운동 선수들의

미디어 노출:

리오 올림픽 중심으로

Zohreh Abdollahkhani

글로벌스포츠매니지먼트 전공

체육교육과

서울대학교 대학원

본 연구는 여성 스포츠 역사에 대한 배경을 시작으로 1979년

혁명 전후의 이란 여성 스포츠의 배경 그리고 후 스포츠 대회에

참가하는 여성 스포츠 선수들의 참여 배경과 과정을 살펴보았다.

따라서 본 연구는 이란 여성 스포츠 선수들에 대한 언론의

접근 방식을 논의한다. 또한 이슬람 공화국의 언론 매체를 이용해

여성 스포츠 선수들을 바라보는 시각과 접근 방식을 연구하고자

한다. 그럼으로 본 연구를 4개의 대표적인 이란 신문사의 기사를

분석하는 질적 연구 방법을 사용했다. 본 연구의 목적은 사진과
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헤드 라인에서 2016년 리오 올림픽에서 이란 여성 선수를 4개의

이란 신문 (파르시어 2개 와 영어신문 2개)을 분석했다.

여성 스포츠의 미디어 노출을 분석하는 것은 여성 스포츠의

불평등함을 이전의 연구들과 비슷하게 찾을 수 있지만 새로운

이슈에 대한 토론을 시작할 수 있었고 영어와 페르시아 언어

신문이 여성 스포츠에 관해서 다루는 접근법도 동일하지 않다는

사실도 밝혀졌다. 국가적인 주제가 영어 신문에서 가장 자주

나오는 주제이지만, 젠더 관련된 이슈들은 페르시아 언어를

사용한 신문사에서 가장 빈번한 주제이다.

또한 이란 언론이 여성 운동 선수를 무슬림 여성으로 대표하는

것이 첫 번째로 중요시 여겼으며 운동 선수로서의 이슈는

부차적인 주제임을 보여줬다. 연구의 결과는 헤드 라인과 사진

촬영 범위 모두에서 운동이 아닌 종교적인 주제에 초점을 맞추고

있음을 알 수 있었다.

주요어 : 여성 운동 선수, 무슬림 운동 선수, 미디어, 

매스 미디어, 종교,이란, 올림픽.

학 번: 2016-29349
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Background
"Islamic women’s sport appears to be a contradiction in terms - at 

least this is what many in the West believe. In this respect, the portrayal of 

the development and the current situation of women’s sports in Iran is 

illuminating for a variety of reasons. It demonstrates both the opportunities 

and the limits of women in a country in which Islam and sport are not 

contradictions" (Pfister 2003: 207)

Participation of Muslim female athletes in sport and exercise is very 

limited since it largely affected by religious regulations. For many Muslim 

women all over the world, there are limited opportunities only in specific 

sports, which meet the religious requirements of covering their body and 

hair to be involved in the sport.

On the other hand, all women in Iran, regardless of their religious 

beliefs, require wearing Hijab in public (to cover their body and wear a 

headscarf) due to mandatory Hijab law in the aftermath of the Islamic

revolution. Therefore, Iranian female athletes are just allowed to attend the 

sporting activities, which allows them to wear the Islamic dress code.

Reflecting international trends, the rate of Iranian female athletes 
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who participate in international sporting events has increased. However, the

number and consequently the achievement of Iranian female athletes who 

participate in sports events is almost negligible compared to Iranian male

professional athletes.

Regarding media representation, as (Mirsafian, Dóczi and 

Mohamadinejad, 2014) argues, the difference between the amount of 

representation between female and male athletes is huge in almost all forms 

of sports media. In I.R.Iran the share of female athletes in sports programs 

as well as sports news in almost 2%. On the other hand, Television Channels 

have more strict regulations in order to show female sport due to media 

policies in Iran The media, especially the television channels in Iran.

1.1.1. Female Sport in Iran before the Islamic revolution in 1979

At 1958 Asian Games, Iranian female athletes competed in track-

and-field for the first time in Iranian women’s sports history. Moreover, they 

participated at the Asian Games in 1962, 1970 and 1974.At 1964, four 

Iranian female athletes made history by competing in Tokyo1964 Olympic 

Games for the first time as well as Montreal1976.
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1.1.2. Female Sport in Iran after the 1979 Islamic Revolution 

The attitude of governments in Iran toward female sport after Islamic 

revolution was to direct female athletes only toward those sporting activities 

that fit Islamic regulations.  (Mirsafian, Dóczi and Mohamadinejad, 2014).

For almost ten years after Islamic revolution (appropriate1979 -1990),

Iranian female athletes were banned from participating in any international 

sports competition. Finally, the ban was lifted in 1990 and Iranian 

governments permitted female athletes to participate in some sports. First

female athletes to represent post-revolutionary Iran in an international event

competed at 1990 Asian Games. Then, in 1996, the first Iranian female 

athlete competed for the Islamic Republic of Iran at 1996 Olympic games.

Both male and female sport affected by the Islamic revolution and 

eight years of war, however, female sport influenced by them largely. "The 

travails of men’s sport after the revolution paled in comparison with the 

damage done to women’s sport” (Chehabi (2002: 285)).
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1.1.3. The Case of Rio Olympics 2016

Rio Olympics have three specific characteristics as mentioned below:

1. Nine Iranian athletes got the authorization of the Olympic 

committee to represent Iran in Rio, which was the largest number of Iranian 

Female athletes at the Olympic Games so far.

2. Ms Zahra Nemati has been chosen as the flag bearer of the whole 

Iranian team at the opening ceremony of the 2016 Rio Olympics. 

3. Ms Kimia Alizadeh an 18-year-old Iranian female taekwondo 

player, was able to clinch a bronze medal in Rio which was the first ever 

Olympic medal won by an Iranian female athlete.

4. Finally, the state-run Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) 

station and other official media outlets, claims that they dedicated maximum 

time and space to reporting on nine Iranian female athletes for the first time 

since the 1979 revolution during the Rio Olympics. 
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1.2. Research Questions
The purpose of this research is to find out how the Iranian female 

athletes portrayed at the Iranian mass media.

This research specifically addresses the following questions:

RQ1.  How do Iranian media respond to the participation of Iranian 

female athletes at Rio 2016?

RQ2.  What are the differences occurs in representing Iranian female 

athletes in English and Farsi language at Iranian newspapers?

RQ3.  What are the mutual themes within the photographs and the 

headlines regarding Iranian female athletes on mass media throughout 

the Rio 2016 Olympic Games?
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Chapter 2. Literature review

2.1. Content Analysis in gender-related studies
Content analyses mainly applied in the study of the differences

between gender as well as other aspects of discrimination in 

media.(Eagleman, Burch and Vooris, 2014).

Many scholars argue the lack of appropriate and serious coverage of 

female sports all over the world.(Cooky, Messner and Hextrum, 2013) and 

applied content analyses as the methodology of their researchers either in 

traditional media such as newspapers or modern media such as the study of 

websites and social media.(Kane and Maxwell, 2011).

Payne and Payne (2004) argue that “content analysis seeks to 

demonstrate the meaning of written or visual sources by systematically 

allocating their content to predetermined, detailed categories, and then both 

quantifying and interpreting the outcomes’’(p. 51).

On the other hand, According to (Krippendorff, 2004) “Content 

analysis involves a systematic, quantitative analysis of content, usually texts, 

images, or other symbolic matter, so content analysis allows researchers to 

determine the presence, meanings, and relationships of certain words or 

concepts within the text”.

Since the purpose of this research is to figure out the meaning and 
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relationships of words and photos, which used by Iranian newspapers to 

portrayed female athletes, content analyses chosen as the method for the 

purpose of this study.

2.2. Media representation of female athletes

2.2.1. Western media representation of female athletes

      Research about media and female sports indicates not only the lack 

of coverage, but also lack suitable and respectable coverage of the female

sport. (Cooky, Messner and Hextrum, 2013).

      Moreover, (Cooky, Messner and Hextrum, 2013) argue that this 

unequal representation of the women sport, despite the increasing rate of 

female athletes, “conveys a message to audiences that sport continues to be 

by, for, and about men”.

      The unavoidable conclusion of (Cooky, Messner and Hextrum, 2013)

points to the importance of changing the attitude of policymakers and media

producers towards female sport. They argue  that “the proportion of 

coverage devoted to women’s sports on televised news over the past twenty

years has actually declined, and there is no reason to believe that this trend 
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will reverse itself in the next twenty years”.

       According to (Cooky, Messner and Musto, 2015), and based on 

their more than twenty-five years of research, media set their priority 

straight and female sport is not a priority in any form of media at all.

       On the contrary, (Cooky, Messner and Musto, 2015) found that 

“men’s sports were presented with far more enthusiasm and excitement”. 

They argue, “The commentators consistently deploy vocal inflexions, high-

volume excitement, and evocative descriptors during the men sports events,

while commentators describe women’s sports events with much less 

intensity like if someone delivers a boring afterthought, with an obvious 

lack of enthusiasm”.

       What (Kane, 2013) suggests is that the issue regarding 

representation of female sport is not just limited to ignore it in media, but 

also intentionally and continuously giving a perpetuate the wrong record 

that female athletes are not skilful enough and neither men nor women 

audience are interested in their sporting activities.

       This is an important issue as, according to (Kane and Maxwell, 

2011), the way media represent female sport has a direct effect not only on 
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women sport but also the perception of women in the society. Sexualizing 

female athletes and focusing on female athletes’ appearance and considering 

it as the most important and appealing factor, convey the message that how 

these athletes looks are more important than their athletic skills and this 

sexualizing female tends to this idea that the women efforts and skills are 

not valuable enough.

2.2.2. Western media representation of Muslim women

   (Givhan 2004) argues that the veil represent Muslim females as a 

member of a group without giving them any chance to represent themselves 

as an independent person.

Akbarzadeh in his book “The Representation of Islam and Muslims in 

the Media” argues that western media continuously represents Muslim 

female in complex ways. However, the approach of western media toward 

Muslim women is different in various events, vogue and media themselves.

(Age & Sun, 2005).

      According to Akbarzadeh and Smith, whereas “Muslim men are 

generally depicted as fanatics, terrorists, extremists and militants from 

Middle Eastern backgrounds, women are depicted in various ways which 
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may demonize Islam or generate sympathy for Muslims depending on the 

context of the story”.

     Interestingly, western media do not usually portray Muslim women 

as powerful individuals. Rather, western media willing to portray Muslim 

women as passive victims.

(Bleich et al., 2015) argues that in general, Muslims portrayed more 

negatively than other analogous groups in western media.

2.2.3. Western media representation of Muslim female athletes

      According to (CaesarJ., 2002) European and American media have a 

very limited focus regarding Muslim female athletes. He argues that most 

media production regarding Muslim female sports only focuses on their 

Hijab during sports competition.

     Usually, media do not concentrate on female Muslim’s sports

achievements, and it seems the Hijab issue prioritized over sport itself in the 

case of Muslim female athletes.

     (Samie and Sehlikoglu, 2015) argue that western media’s 

representation of Muslim female Olympian is not only generally negative 
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but also “conflated with culturally embedded, socially constructed, and 

locally produced public and political discourses of fear and suspicion”.

Moreover, (Samie and Sehlikoglu, 2015) explain that almost all 

female athletes from Islamic countries are portrayed not only as a novice, 

unskilled, amateurish, immature but also out-of-place.

2.3. Iranian media representation of female athletes

2.3.1. Iranian media representation of women 

Media is the most powerful tool for shaping and changing people’s 

attitude (Dwivedi and Pandey, 2013). On the other hand, the prominent role 

of mass media in forcing to shape values in a society is undeniable.(Kane, 

2010) Therefore, media have a great effect on the perception of women in a 

society.

As discussed earlier, western media is generally focusing on the 

female athlete’s appearance and heterosexuality, Islamic media focus on the 

Islamic values and the importance of competing with Hijab. Neither in 

Western media nor in Islamic ones, female athletes acclaimed solely for 

their athletic performance.
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Researchers always argue that the approach of media towards 

different issues have a great influence on the society’s perception of 

reality.as a conclusion, It seems that the current attitude of media towards 

female sport in Muslim countries are damaging, as they producing and in 

many cases reproducing the gender stereotypes as well as the perceptions of 

public about women. 

     Morteza Motahhari, one of the most influential fundamentalist thinker 

writing on women’s issues in Iran in the 1970’s, has impacted numerous 

followers including at the highest levels of state.

    In his book “The question of veiling and the System of Women’s right 

in Islam”, he referred to patriarchal aspects of the thoughts of western 

intellectuals such as Rousseau and Montesquieu to reach a younger, more 

westernized audience and show the similarity between some of the founders 

of Western thought and the essential teachings of Shiite Islam (which seem 

to indeed share a male chauvinistic vision of an inferior and passive woman 

that should be obeying to rational and dominant male counterpart).

     What’s more, a fundamentalist does not agree with the idea of gender 

itself (the idea of the difference between men and women arising as a 

process of social and cultural maturation) and promote an essentialist vision 
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of men and women as products of a permanent natural/biological difference.

     Motahhari and some other fundamentalist (including the ones 

currently in power in Iran) still distinguish themselves from traditional 

Islamic views of keeping women in the private sphere. Indeed, they 

advocate the education and employment of women, but in a different and 

segregated sphere. 

     The Hijab considered as a protection for a woman of her honour

facing the aggressive and uncontrollable impulse of men. It is revealing but 

consistent with these views that unveiled women are “naked” for Islamic 

clerics. 

Hence, the representation of women as passive and vulnerable beings 

that have to be protected from men’s legitimate raping tendencies remain at 

the centre of the perception around women in Iran. (Semati, 2008)        

Another reason, however, explains the emphasis of Iranian clerics and 

media on Hijab. Indeed, it is also seen as an element at the core of Iranian 

identity (even if it has been shown that the latter idea is a social construct), 

and an element of resistance to Western imperialism and tentative to corrupt 

Iranian women. 
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    Hence, Hijab plays a key role in the authorities’ perception and 

communication of national pride, as it shows that Iran is successfully 

resisting the foreign pressure to change the way its women are dressed. 

    As a consequence, not wearing the Hijab is not only illegal but an 

unpatriotic act of treason against the Islamic Republic resistance against 

Western imperialism (Semati, 2008).

   Interestingly, however, the portrayal of women in Iranian media has, 

within a certain range, considerably varied depending on the periods, based 

on the political imperatives, the social pressures, and the change in the 

relative influence of religion and of women within the social fabric. 

In this regard, the study of Iranian cinema and its evolution can 

provide fascinating insights. If the movies from the 1960s focused on 

women as mothers and sisters fulfilling their familial duties, the 1970s saw a 

progressive modernization of the presentation of women and the roles 

assigned to them. On the contrary, the 1979 revolution and its immediate 

aftermath (until 1981) were dominated by a very limited focus on women in 

films, notably because of the government’s desire to discard the westernized 

vision of women that had infused Iranian cinema in the late 1970’s.
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     However, the intensity of the war with Iraq (1980 and 1988) and its 

importance for the government made necessary the mobilization of women, 

who represented half of the nation working and fighting potential. As a 

result, the media of this period (until 1990) tries to promote a more active 

and central role of women as a key vector of the defence of the country in 

peril. 

     The period that followed (since the 1990s) lead to a more complex 

and diversified vision of women in mass media, notably because of the 

progressive (but slight) diminution of the pressure on civil society (that was 

intensely controlled during the war), and the involvement of women in the 

direction of movies. 

     These trends reflect the overall evolutions of mass media to the 

portrayal of women, even if there tends to be more freedom in filmmaking

than there is in official mainstream Iranian media that are more strictly 

controlled by the state.(Bahar, 2010).

2.3.2 Iranian media representation of female athletes

1979 Islamic revelations, media policies changed dramatically in Iran. 
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According to the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) research 

center, the share of Iranian female athletes in Iranian Print media was zero 

percent from the revolution in 1979 until 1996.

     In 1996 (during and after Asian Games), print media coverage of 

female sport in Iran shifted from 0.01% to less than 1% of total coverage. 

Nowadays, this amount is around 4%. In radio, it was remaining barely non-

existent until 1996. It reached 1% in 2002 and up to 5%in 2016.Hence, In 

Digital Media, it was 7% in 2011 and it attained 15% in 2016.

However, nowadays, the coverage of female sport by Iranian Media is 

around 7% and increased Olympics and Asian games.

     Although it is only the quantitative result of representing Iranian 

female athletes and a qualitative research regarding the issue, it is necessary, 

increasing from 0% to almost 7% in twenty years is considerable.

     The biggest evolution in media coverage of women in Iran is related 

to the most popular media in Iran. Indeed, the share of Iranian female athlete 

in television broadcasting programs reached from 0.11% in 2000 to almost 5% 

during Rio 2016.

The sports programs on the Iranian national television channels and 
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the provincial television channels allocated no more than 3.3 % of their time 

to female sport while 84.3% of their time was allocated to the male sport 

and 12.4% of the programs focused on the sport itself without considering 

any particular gender.

It is obvious that sports on Iranian TV channels and the other Iranian

media, especially in provinces other than the capital (Tehran) is exclusively 

targeting an audience of men. In this context, where the share of 

sportswomen in TV is almost zero in almost all provincial TV channels, and 

less than 4% in Tehran (the capital), the Islamic Republic of Iran 

Broadcasting (IRIB) broadcasts all Iranian female athletes in the Olympics 

(both winter and summer Olympics since 2008).

Due to the achievements of Iranian female athletes, Iranian national 

media found no other choice but to represent female athletes, which leads to 

portray a new image of Iranian female and those athletes not only as an 

active part of society but also as a role model.
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Chapter 3. Methodology

The main purpose of this research is to analyze the headline and 

photographic coverage of four Iranian female athletes in Rio 2016.A

Content Analyze method was used for the purpose of this research.

3.1. Content Analyses

Content analysis is the most frequently uses method among all other 

research methods in sport media examinations. (Crossman and Speed, 2007). 

(Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 2005) argued that this trustworthy method, allows 

researchers to examine a wide spectrum of both visual and written products 

while there is no need to investigate the producers of the 

materials.According to (Godoy-Pressland and Griggs, 2014) the fact that the 

data collected can be re-examined by other investigators, ensure the 

reliability and transparency of this method.

In sports media analysis, content analyses primary focused on media 

products and whining the previous researchers based on this methodology 

the female athletes coverage inadequacy has been proven.(Messner, Duncan 

and Cooky, 2003).
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3.2. Sampling Content Selection (Material)

In order to be able to effectively carry out the study, a restriction was 

necessary in terms of article collection; only articles published between 

August 4 and August 24 of 2016 were selected for analysis. This was the 

entire duration of the Rio Olympic as well as the day before and after the 

Opening and Closing ceremony.

     Four newspapers were chosen as the main subject of analysis. These 

are Iran(Farsi), Kayhan (Farsi), Kayhan International (English ) and Tehran 

Times (English).The first two newspapers are published in Iranian language 

called Farsi, (Keyhan (Farsi)and Iran), and the other two are published in 

English (Kayhan (International) and Tehran Times ).

The reason behind choosing” Iran” and “Tehran Times” as well as 

“Kayhan (Farsi )” and “Kayhan International” (the same newspaper but in a 

different language) is to analyse the differences in representing women sport 

by language( Farsi and English) in Iranian newspapers.

On the other hand, the sample headlines and photos have been 
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chosen from different types of newspapers: conservative, governmental and 

revolutionist. Therefore the result will also show if there are meaningful 

differences in portraying female athletes’ in different political groups.

3.2.1. Kayhan Newspaper

Kayhan (International and the Farsi version) is considered as "the 

most conservative" newspaper in Iran.The editor-in-chief of Kayhan is the 

representative of the Supreme Leader. 

3.2.2. Tehran Times

Tehran Times, one of the most trusted news outlets for foreigners, is 

considered as “the voice of the Islamic Revolution and the oppressed people 

in the world”.

3.2.3. Iran Newspaper

Iran is the official newspaper of Iranian government and the supporter 

of their policies.this newspaper is considered as a” pro-government 

conservative daily”.
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Chapter 4. Results

4.1. General Results

In this research, I applied headline analysis as well as photographic 

analysis to portrayals of Muslim female athletes in I.R.Iran newspapers 

during Rio Olympic Games

The total number of articles collected from the newspapers was 195, 

with the following distribution (see Table 1) Keyhan International thirty

articles, Keyhan Farsi twenty-four articles, Tehran Times, thirty-two articles; 

Iran (Farsi), seventeen articles and Iran Special issue for Olympics ninety-

two articles. This means that out of the total 195 articles, sixty-two were of 

the English Language, and the remaining 113 of the Farsi Language, which 

constitutes almost half of the Farsi language distribution.

Table 1. Number of articles per category for each newspaper and in total

Newspaper Male Female Combine Total

1 Kayhan English 13 4 13 30

2 Kayhan Farsi 16 2 6 24

3 Tehran Times English 25 4 3 32

4 Iran Farsi 11 3 3 17
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5 Iran, Olympic Special Issue 75 6 11 92

Total 140 19 36 195

Figure 1. Total percentage of Articles related to Olympics

Figure 2. Number of Articles for men and women in Farsi vs English

On the other hand, the total number of the article related to Female 
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athletes are five in English language newspapers (Keyhan English and 

Tehran times) compared to twenty-seven articles related to male athletes 

which constitute an unfair distribution.

The total number of the article related to Female athletes is five in 

Farsi language newspapers (Keyhan Farsi and Iran) compared to twenty-

seven articles related to male athletes, which constitute an unfair distribution.

It must be noted that regardless of the language of the newspapers (Farsi or 

English), the number of articles portraying Iranian female athletes is much

less than male athletes.

Although this table shows the unequal coverage of female athletes, it

must be considered that the number of Iranian female athletes was not the 

same as male athletes in Rio 2016 Games. (Among sixty-three athletes

represent I.R.Iran at Rio 2016, Only nine of them were female athletes and 

fifty-four were male). However, a reasonable benchmark should apply in 

media representation of Female/ Male. To define “equity” in the media 

representation contest, it is reasonable to expect a minimum media coverage 

for every female athlete representing Iran in the Olympics. According to the 

results of this study, this minimum requirement does not meet in any of

these newspapers.
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Table 2. Total number of photos by gender

Newspaper Female male Individual Male Team combine Total

Kayhan English 5 10 2 2 19

Kayhan Farsi 1 10 2 1 14

Tehran times English 5 30 3 0 38

Iran Farsi 2 7 0 0 9

Iran Special Olympic 4 49 3 0 56

Total
17 106 10 3

17 116 3 136

Figure 3. The percentage of the photos by gender on sport-page
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Figure 4. Number of Photos by gender

According to figure 3 and figure 4, the number of female photos is

almost negligible. However, the number of photos are much higher in 

English language newspapers in general.
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Figure 5. Comparing Photographic coverage in English vs Farsi Newspapers

Comparing Photographic coverage between Farsi and English 

language newspapers shows not only the uneven distribution, but also the 

much fewer photos of Iranian athletes in Farsi language newspapers in Iran 

while most of Iranian read the Farsi language newspapers.
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Table 3. Total number of photos by gender on the front-page 

Newspaper Female
Male 

Individual
Male 
Team

Combine Total

Kayhan English 2 4 2 1 9

Kayhan Farsi 2 11 0 0 13

Tehran times English 2 5 1 1 9

Iran Farsi 1 6 0 1 8

Iran Special Olympic 4 10 4 1 19

Total
11 36 7 4

11 36 11 58

Of the study’s fifty-eight front-page photos, only eleven were 

dedicated to Iranian female athletes, compared to thirty-six male athletes. 

The under-representation of female athletes is not only limited to sport-

pages but also front-pages photographic coverage. Excluding the Iran 

special Olympic version, among all four newspapers only seven photos of 

Iranian female athletes published on the front-page during the research

period. (Figure 6)
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Figure 6. Total number of photos by gender on the front-page

Table 4. Total number of headlines by gender on the front-page

Newspaper Female Male Combine
No Gender 
focuses

Total

Keyhan English 2 6 1 1 10

Keyhan Farsi 0 3 0 1 4

Tehran times English 2 6 1 1 10

Iran Farsi 7 21 1 2 31

Iran Special Olympic 9 26 2 2 39

Total 20 62 5 7

20 62 12 94
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Of the study’s ninety-four front-page photos, only twenty were 

dedicated to Iranian female athletes, compared to sixty-two Iranian male 

athletes. The under-representation of female athletes is not only limited to 

photographic coverage but also headline coverage. Excluding the Iran 

special Olympic version, only eleven headlines portrayed female athletes’ 

during the research period. (Figure 7)

Figure 7. Total number of headlines by gender on front-page 

Table 5. Number of Short Articles per category for each newspaper
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Newspaper Female Male Combine total

1 Keyhan English 0 0 3 3

2 Keyhan Farsi 29 142 8 179

3
Tehran times 

English
0 0 0 0

4 Iran  Farsi 5 7 0 12

5
Iran ,Olympic 

Special 
13 41 4 58

Total 47 190 15 252

As Table 5 shows, the coverage of short articles about the Iranian 

female and male during Rio2016 was highly uneven. Neither the Farsi 

language newspapers nor English language newspapers devoted equal 

stories in their coverage to the female. Of the study’s 252 short articles, only 

18.6% was dedicated to female athletes, compared to 75.4% male short 

articles. The findings support evidence pertaining to (Cooky, Messner and 

Hextrum, 2013) that “one of the long-standing trends in research on gender 

in sports media is the lack of serious coverage of women’s sport”. (Figure 8)
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Figure 8. Short Article percentage

4.2. Headline Analysis
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Headlines are the first noticed part of an article. “Headlines serve as 

cognitive shortcuts that draw readers’ attention to the printed page more 

than the other text and are thus highly influential relative to the full 

transcript of an article.” (Leckner, 2012). Interestingly, newspaper readers 

who are not familiar with a specific topic, influenced by headlines more 

than any other thing. (Bleich et al., 2015). Since the majority of readers 

(Iranian and non-Iranians) do not have a strong opinion regarding female 

sport in Iran, headlines are likely to influence them (even more than articles).

After analyzing all forty-three headlines, each of them was coded in 

one or more of five themes (categories).

4.2.1. Headlines coding procedure

    Table 6. Shows all forty-three headlines in Front-page as well as Sport-

page regarding Iranian female athletes during Rio2016 Olympics:

Table 6. List of all headlines and sub-headlines

Headline /Sub-Headline Title Newspaper
Front-page / 
Sport-page

1
Alizadeh Wins Iran’s 1st Olympic Medal for 
Women

Kayhan
International

Headline
Front Page

2
Rouhani Congratulates Iran’s First Female 
Olympic Medalist

Kayhan 
International

Headline
Front page

3
Iran’s Olympic Squad Finishes 25th with 
Medals

Kayhan 
International

Headline
Front page

4 Leader Praise Iranian Olympic Athletes Kayhan Headline
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International Front page

5
Alizadeh Wins Iran’s 1st Olympic Medal for 
Women

Kayhan 
International

Headline
Sport Page

6
Rouhani Congratulates Iran’s First Female 
Olympic Medalist

Kayhan 
International

Headline
Sport Page

7
Javer Becomes 4th in Rowing Qualification 
Round

Kayhan 
International

Headline
Sport Page

8
Iran’s Flag Bearer Competes at Both 
Olympics and Paralympics in Rio

Kayhan 
International

Headline
Sport Page

9
In a message, the Leader of the Islamic 
Revolution praised the Olympic Sport caravan

Kayhan Farsi
Headline
Front Page

10 Rio Olympics officially launched Kayhan Farsi
Sub-Headline
Sport Page

11
March of the Imam Reza caravan led by 
their flag bearer, Zahra Nemati

Kayhan Farsi
Headline
Sport Page

12
The Iranian Female shooter placed 6th in 
Olympics again 

Kayhan Farsi
Sub-Headline
Sport Page

13
If they supported us, today an Iranian would 
stand on the podium

Kayhan Farsi
Headline
Sport Page

14
Alizadeh’s bronze medal worth as much as a 
gold 

Kayhan Farsi
Sub-Headline
Sport Page

15
The Iranian Lady made history in Rio with 
hijab

Kayhan Farsi
Headline
Sport Page

16
Archer Zahra Nemati aims to make splash in 
Rio

Tehran Times
Headline
Front page

17
Kimia Alizadeh wins Iran’s first woman
Olympic medal

Tehran Times
Headline
Front page

18 Iran comes 25th at Rio Olympics Tehran Times
Headline
Sport Page

19 Hijab and turbans are not a threat to sport Tehran Times
Headline
Sport Page

20
Rio Olympics 2016: Iran’s Ahmadi comes 
sixth in women’s 10 m air rifle

Tehran Times
Headline
Sport Page

21
Trail-Blazer Zahra Nemati wins hearts and 
minds with stirring effort in archery

Tehran Times
(Source:
Guardian)

Headline
Sport Page

22
Kimia Alizadeh wins Iran’s first women 
Olympic Medal

Tehran Times
Headline
Sport Page

23
Kimia Alizadeh wins Iran’s first women 
Olympic medal

Tehran Times
Headline
Sport Page

24
Javer: Rio is not meeting Olympic Standards

Iran
Headline
Front page

25
Zahra Nemati is the feature on Opening 
Ceremony

Iran
Headline
Front page

26 Elahe Ahmadi comes sixth in women’s air Iran Headline
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Front page

27
Mahsa Javer proceed to repechage heats in the 
women’s rowing single sculls event

Iran
Headline
Front page

28
Heavy security throughout Rio for start of the 
Olympic Games

Iran
Sub-Headline
Front page

29 To the proud March Iran
Headline
Front page

30 Zahra Nemati: Admirable loser Iran
Headline
Front page

31 Guardian: Nemati wins hearts Iran
Headline
Front page

32 Iranian supports Rajabi after Iran
Headline
Front page

33
Javer: the Facilities in Rio are not appropriate 
for the Olympics

Iran
Headline
Front page

34
Kimia Wins Iran’s first Olympic Medal for
Women

Iran
Headline
Front page

35
President Lauds Iranian Athletes’ Performance 
in Olympic Games

Iran
Headline
Front page

36
President Rouhani: I could not wait for the 
competitions to end to praise the Iranian 
athletes for their glorious presence.

Iran
Sub-Headline
Front page

37
Alizade’s “Bronze” made history for Iran at 
Olympics

Iran
Sub-Headline
Front page

38
The 18 years old taekwondo player set a 
record of the youngest Iranian medal holder in 
an Olympics

Iran
Sub-Headline
Front page

39 Ahmadi placed sixth, United state First Iran
Headline
Sport Page

40
The artists and athletes appreciate Kimia 
Alizade

Iran
Headline
Sport Page

41 Iranian Female athletes shine at Olympics Iran
Headline
Sport Page

42
Sports minister praise supreme leader for his 
support of Iranian Olympians especially 
women

Iran
Headline
Sport Page

43
NOC president Hashemi, praise Supreme 
leader for his message to Iran Olympic Team

Iran
Headline
Sport Page
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Qualitative analysis of the headlines content on the Iranian female athletes in 

the Rio Olympics provided complementary context. Using content analysis,

common themes emerged within the headline on Iranian Female athletes over the 

Rio 2016 Olympic Games period.

These themes are 1- Gender Theme, Military Theme, Political Theme, 

Theological Theme and National Theme. The table below indicates the specific 

words that indicated each theme:

Table 7. Coding of each theme

Gender Military Political Theological National

� Lady
� Women
� Female
� Family Name

� March
� Security
� Threat
� Revelation
� Win
� Flag

� Supreme Leader
� Leader
� President
� Ministers 
� USA

� Religion
� Hijab
� Islam
� Muslim
� Islamic

� Country 
� Pride
� History
� Win
� Flag

Table 8. List of headlines in each theme

Head Line
Gender 
Theme

Military 
Theme

Political 
Theme

Theological 
Theme

National 
Theme

1
Alizadeh Wins Iran’s 1st 
Olympic Medal for 
Women

1 1 1

2
Rouhani Congratulates 
Iran’s First Female 
Olympic Medalist

1 1 1

3
Iran’s Olympic Squad 
Finishes 25th with Medals

1

4
Leader Praise Iranian 
Olympic Athletes

1 1

5
Alizadeh Wins Iran’s 1st 
Olympic Medal for 
Women

1 1
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Head Line
Gender 
Theme

Military 
Theme

Political 
Theme

Theological 
Theme

National 
Theme

6
Rouhani Congratulates 
Iran’s First Female 
Olympic Medalist

1 1

7
Javer Becomes 4th in 
Rowing Qualification 
Round

1

8

Iran’s Flag Bearer 
Competes at Both 
Olympics and Paralympics 
in Rio

1

9

In a message, the Leader 
of the Islamic Revolution 
praised the Olympic Sport 
caravan

1 1 1

10
Rio Olympics officially 
launched

11
March of the Imam Reza 
caravan led by their flag 
bearer, Zahra Nemati

1 1 1

12
The Iranian Female 
shooter placed 6th in 
Olympics again

1

13
If they supported us, today 
an Iranian would stand on 
the podium

1

14
Alizadeh’s bronze medal 
worth as much as a gold

1 1

15
The Iranian Lady made 
history in Rio with hijab

1 1 1

16
Archer Zahra Nemati aims 
to make splash in Rio

1 1

17
Kimia Alizadeh wins Iran’s 
first woman Olympic
medal

1 1

18
Iran comes 25th at Rio 
Olympics

1

19
Hijab and turbans are not a 
threat to sport

1 1

20
Rio Olympics 2016: Iran’s 
Ahmadi comes sixth in 
women’s 10 m air rifle

1 1

21
Trail-Blazer Zahra Nemati 
wins the hearts and minds 
with stirring effort in 

1 1
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Head Line
Gender 
Theme

Military 
Theme

Political 
Theme

Theological 
Theme

National 
Theme

archery

22
Kimia Alizadeh wins Iran’s 
first women Olympic 
Medal

1 1

23
Kimia Alizadeh wins Iran’s 
first women Olympic 
medal

1 1

24
Javer: Rio is not meeting 
Olympic Standards

1

25
Zahra Nemati is the feature 
on Opening Ceremony

1 1

26
Elahe Ahmadi comes sixth 
in women’s air

1

27

Mahsa Javer proceed to 
repechage heats in the 
women’s rowing single 
sculls event

1 1

28
Heavy security throughout 
Rio for the start of the 
Olympic Games

1

29 To the proud March 1 1

30
Zahra Nemati: Admirable 
loser

1 1

31
Guardian: Nemati wins 
hearts

1 1

32
Iranian supports “Rajabi” 
after An unprecedented 
insult by TV

1

33
Javer: the Facilities in Rio 
are not appropriate for the 
Olympics.

1

34
Kimia Wins Iran’s first 
Olympic Medal for 
Women

1

35
President Lauds Iranian 
Athletes’ Performance in 
Olympic Games

1 1 1

36

President Rouhani: I could 
not wait for the 
competitions to end to 
praise the Iranian athletes 
for their glorious presence.

1 1
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Head Line
Gender 
Theme

Military 
Theme

Political 
Theme

Theological 
Theme

National 
Theme

37
Alizade’s “Bronze” made 
history for Iran at 
Olympics

1 1

38

The 18 years old 
taekwondo player set a 
record of the youngest 
Iranian medal holder in an 
Olympics

1 1

39
Ahmadi placed sixth, 
United state First

1 1

40
The artists and athletes 
appreciate Kimia Alizade

1 1

41
Iranian Female athletes 
shine at Olympics

1 1

42

Sports minister praise 
supreme leader for his 
support of Iranian 
Olympians especially 
women

1 1 1

43

NOC president Hashemi,
praise Supreme leader for 
his message to Iran 
Olympic Team

1 1

32 8 7 6 26

4.2.2. Analyze of headlines by Theme

As mentioned earlier, there are five themes emerge in the study of 

headlines in this research. Gender Theme, Military Theme, Political Theme, 

Theological Theme and National Theme Except for one headline (number 10) 

that does not include in any of the themes, other headlines are categories in 

one or more themes according to the content and the keywords related to 
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each theme:

Table 9. Number and percentage of each Theme

Gender 
Theme

National
Theme

Military 
Theme

Political 
Theme

Theological 
Theme

Total

Number 32 26 8 7 6 79

Percentage 40 33 10 9 8 100

Figure 9. Number of each headline in each Theme

As Table 9 shows, forty percent (40%) of all headlines has gender 

theme, thirty-three percent (33%) has the National theme, ten percent (10%) 

has the Military theme, nine percent (9%) has the Political theme and eight 

percent (8%) has the theological themes. (Figure 9)
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As Figure 10 shows, overlay the gender theme with 40% is the 

highest percentage of themes in headlines regarding female athletes. 

National themes also cover 33% of the themes and Military theme with 10%, 

Political theme with 9% and Theological with 8% are the lowest percentage. 

(Figure 10)

Figure 10. Percentage of headlines in each theme
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4.2.3. Analyze of headlines by Language

All headlines are also categories into themes based on language 

(English and Farsi newspapers ) to find if there is any meaningful 

relationship among the themes between the two languages or not.

Figure 11. Percentage of each theme in English headlines
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Figure 12. Number of Farsi headlines in Each Theme

Figure 13. The Percentage of each theme in Farsi headlines
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Table 10. The percentage of the theme in English Headlines

English 
Version

Gender 
Theme

Military 
Theme

Political 
Theme

Theological 
Theme

National 
Theme

Percentage 37 7 10 3 43

Table 11. The percentage of the theme in Farsi Headlines

Farsi 
Version

Gender 
Theme

Military 
Theme

Political 
Theme

Theological 
Theme

National 
Theme

Percentage 43 12 8 10 27

As Table 10 and Table 11 shows, the English newspaper’s headlines 

mostly cover ‘National themes” while the Farsi versions mostly covering 

the “Gender themes” (both negative and positive).

The Political themes are almost the same in both English and Farsi 

Language with 10% in English and 8% in Farsi language newspapers.

The Theology themes are 3% in English while it is 10 % in Farsi language 

newspapers. The Military themes differ from 7% in English newspapers to 

12% in Farsi language newspapers.

As a result, although the percentage of headlines for Female sport in 

Iranian media are increasing compared to previous Olympics, the approach 

of the English language and Farsi language newspapers toward female sport 

is not the same.
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While the National theme is the most frequent theme in English 

language newspapers, the Gender theme is the first theme in Farsi language 

newspapers.

It means that the media representation tries to connect sport to national 

themes in Iran for non-Farsi language newspaper readers, but the Iranian 

citizen is treated differently where the female sport is portrayed as a Gender 

issue for them more than a National one.
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4.3. Photographic Analyze

Qualitative analysis of the photographs of the Iranian female athletes 

in Rio Olympics provided interdependent context. Using content Analyze, 

common themes emerged from the photographs of Iranian Female athletes 

over the Rio 2016 Olympic Games period.

4.3.1. Coding Procedures (Qualitative Photograph Coding)

First, each photograph was coded according to the name of the 

newspaper. KI for Kayhan International, KF for Kayhan Farsi, TT for 

Tehran Times and IR for Iran. Secondly, each photograph was coded 

according to the date they published which also includes month, date and 

year (i.e., August 20, 2016, would be represented by “082016”).Thirdly,

each feature photograph was coded as an F for “Front page” or S for 

“Sports Page,” representing the page of the newspaper the photo has been 

published. Next, the athlete family name and for those days that have more 

than one picture the first name of the athletes also added to the name (i.e., 

August 20, 2016, A front-page photo of her would be named by “082016F,

Alizadeh” which means the photo of Kimia Alizadeh on that date. In days 

that an athlete has more than one page, numbers (i.e., 08202016F, 

Alizadeh1) differentiates photos.
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When coding procedures finished, three themes have emerged. These 

themes are; Athleticism Theme, Religious Theme and National Theme

Table 12. Photographic themes

Athleticism
Theme

Athletes in action, doing sport. This theme covers both: 1-standing pose 
2-acting pose
As far as in both poses the athlete is wearing “sports clothes” and/or 
“equipment” and in court or training field.

Religious 
Theme

Showing religious pose, wearing Hijab

National 
Theme

Carrying Flag of Iran or any sign of Nationality (example: National colour)

Many scholars argue that the there is a sexual portrayal of female 

athletes all over the world:

(Cooky, Messner, & Hextrum, 2013) argues “This decline in 

[sexualized] portrayals of women has not been accompanied by an increase

in respectful coverage. . . . [When] news and highlights show ceased to 

portray women athletes in trivial and sexualized ways, they pretty much 

ceased to portray them at all”.

(Mary Jo Kane 2013), categories female athlete photographic 

coverage to Athletic competence, Ambivalence, Hyper-Heterosexual, Sexy

/classy lady and soft pornography, it will not be the case in the Iranian 

media. Based on mandatory Islamic dress code, all Iranian female, as well 

as athletes, is covering all their body except face and hands (which also ban 
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them from attending International competitions in many sports categories 

such as swimming) and this leads to a different category than the current

one (Kane 2013).

(Daniels,2009) argues that surprisingly, female athletes are generally 

portrayed according to their heterosexuality not their performance as 

athletes. However, according to this study, Iranian Muslim female athletes

are generaly portrayed based on Islamic Values and not their athletic 

performance.

It is necessary to mention that it is not only about wearing hijab, but 

also Iranian media do not portray female athletes if they show any feminine 

poses or even they are a possibility of wearing an unusual Islamic dress 

code. All of the photos examined in this research have been cropped to 

ensure no sign of feminine poses in female athletes.

Grand Ayatollah Ahmad Azari-Qomi- who established Resalat 

Newspaper, together with Keyhan argues “The role of the Islamic regime in 

containing cultural invasion in all its different dimensions is undeniable.

The Islamic regime must exercise control over the press, public media, radio 

and television in order to ensure that they encourage all young girls, even 

children, to observe Islamic dress”. (Ansari, S., & Martin, V., 2014).
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4.3.2. Frequency and identity of photos

All along the Rio 2016 Olympics, four Iranian newspapers published 

136 sports photographs overall. Of these, 116 photos were male athletes 

only (106 male athlete photos and ten male team photos) which equals to 

85.2% of all published photos (Table 13). There were seventeen female-

only photos, which equate to 12.5% of all photos. Also, three photos were 

both female and male Iranian athletes were printed (2.2%)

Table 13. Total number of photos by gender on the sport-page

Newspaper Female
Male

Individual
Male
Team

Combine Total

Kayhan English 5 10 2 2 19

Kayhan Farsi 1 10 2 1 14

Tehran times English 5 30 3 0 38

Iran Farsi 2 7 0 0 9

Iran Special Olympic 4 49 3 0 56

Total
17 106 10 3

17 116 3 136
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At the same time, four Iranian newspapers published fifty-six sports

photographs in front-pages overall. Predictably, forty-three photos were 

portrayed male athletes (thirty-six male athlete photos and seven male team 

photos) which equals to 74.1% of all photos published in front-pages (Table 

14 ). There were not more than eleven photos portrayed Iranian female athletes,

constituting 19% of all sports photos in front-pages. Also, four photos 

portrayed both the female and male Iranian athletes. (7%)

Table 14. Total number of photos by gender on the front-page

Newspaper Female
Male 

Individual
Male 
Team

Combine Total

Kayhan English 2 4 2 1 9

Kayhan Farsi 2 11 0 0 13

Tehran times English 2 5 1 1 9

Iran Farsi 1 6 0 1 8

Iran Special Olympic 4 10 4 1 19

11 36 7 4 58
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Total 11 43 4 58

4.3.3. Photographic analysis by newspaper

Kayhan International published two female athlete’s photos on 

newspapers front-page and one team photos including both women and men 

as well. In sport-pages, Kayhan International published four photos of 

Individual female athletes. This newspaper also published two Team photos 

including both female and male teams.

Kayhan Farsi published two female athlete photos on newspapers 

front-page and no team photos. In sport-pages, Kayhan International 

published only one photo of female athletes. This newspaper also published 

one team photos including both female and male teams.

Tehran Times published two female athlete photos on the newspapers

front-page (while this newspaper published eleven photos from a male

athlete during the Olympic on the front-page) and one team photos 

including both women and men. In sport-pages, Tehran Times published 

five female athlete’s photos (interestingly, this newspaper published thirty 

photos of male athletes during the Olympic on its Sport-Pages). Tehran 

Times did not publish any Team photos (Including both female and male 
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teams) on sport-page.

Iran (Farsi) published one female athlete’s Individual photo on the 

newspaper’s front page (while this newspaper published six photos from a 

male athlete during the Olympic on the front page) and one team photos,

including both women and men as well. In sport-pages, Iran published two 

female athletes Individual photos (interestingly, this newspaper published 

seven photos of male athletes during the Olympic on its Sport-Pages). Iran 

did not publish any team photos on sport- page.

Table 15.Number of Photos (front-page and sport-page) in each newspaper

Front-page 
Individual 

Female Photo

Sport-Page 
Individual  

Female Photo

Front-page 
Team 

Photo(Including 
Female athletes)

Sport-Page Female 
Photo(Including 
Female athletes)

Kayhan 
International

2 4 1 2

Kayhan Farsi 2 1 0 1
Tehran Times 2 5 1 0

Iran 1 2 1 0
Total 7 12 3 3

As Table 15 shows, During the Rio2016 Olympic Games, four Iranian 

newspapers published a total of seven female athlete photographs in their 

front-pages. Of these, three photos were published in Farsi language 

newspapers that equal to 42.8 %. On the other hand, a total of twelve female 

athlete photographs published in the four newspaper’s sports-pages. Of 
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these, three photos were published in Farsi language newspapers that equal

to 25%.Interestingly, in both locations (front-page vs sport-page) English 

language newspapers portrayed Iranian female athletes in a higher 

percentage.

4.3.4. Photographic analysis by Theme

    Photographic coverage of Rio 2016 games was then analyzed by theme

on all four newspapers in general and based on the language of the 

newspapers (English language vs Farsi language). Interestingly, the 

religious theme comprised 47% of all themes. There was less of a contrast in 

Athleticism theme (30%) and National Themes (23%) which support my 

previous argument. (Figure 15)

Figure 14. Photographic Percentage by Theme

30%

47%

23%

Athleticism Theme

Religious Theme

National Theme
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On the other hand, the Percentage of themes on the front-page and 

sport-page are not the same with each other. (Table 16) Although “Religious 

Theme” is the most dominant theme in both front-pages and sport-page (43% 

and 50%, respectively) but front-pages follows “National theme” with 31% 

while the sport-page focus on “Athleticism” with 33%.

Table 16.Distribution of themes in Front-page vs Sport-page

Religious Theme Athleticism Theme National Theme
Front-Pages 43% 26% 31%
Sport-Pages 50% 33% 17%

The photos were subsequently categorized by the language of the 

newspapers with three themes available. In both Farsi and English language,

Religious these have the highest percentage.In Farsi language newspapers,

Athleticism theme comprises 33% and National theme 19 %. By contrast on 

the English language, National them comprise 29% and Athleticism 24% 

respectively, which support my previous argument.(Table 17)

Table 17. Distribution of themes in Farsi Language vs English-Language

Religious Theme Athleticism Theme National Theme

Farsi 
Language(Kayhan 

Farsi and Iran )
47% 24% 29%
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English Language 
(Kayhan 

International and 
Tehran Times)

48% 33% 19%

4.3.5 Photographic analysis by cropping frame

     These cropping frames are divided into four main categories: 1-

photos that are cropped above the chest level of female athletes 2- photos 

that are cropped above the hip level 3- photos, which are cropped above the 

knee level

4-Photos that are not cropped because there is another object (such as sports

equipment) in front of the athletes.

As Figure 16 shows, 39% of the photos in this research cropped from 

the upper Hip level, 35% were cropped from the upper knee or covered by 

another object(such as sports equipment) and 26% of the photos are cropped 

from the upper chest level of Iranian female athletes during Rio 2016. The 

research shows that all 136 photos portrayed these athletes are cropped or 

covered which support the previous argument.
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Figure 15. Photographic Percentage by Frame
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

5.1. Summary of findings

The current research analyzed the headline and photographic coverage

of nine Iranian female who participated in Rio 2016 Olympic Games 

through four Iranian newspapers (Kayhan International, Kayhan (Farsi),

Tehran Times and Iran). Significant differences were emerged not only in 

the amount but also the type of headlines and photos during Olympics 

period. Same as most of the previous studies regarding media representation 

of female athletes, the amount of media representation that male athletes 

receive is much higher than female athletes.

Although many scholars point out the misrepresentation of female

athletes all over the world, analyzing the Iranian mass media opens a new 

discussion regarding the issue.

First of all, the Iranian media represent female athletes firstly as a 

“Muslim Female” and being an athlete is a secondary issue. The results of 

this study prove that the focus in on the religious theme and Islamic values 

not on athleticism.

Secondly, there is not such a thing as “sports suitability” for Iranian 
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female athletes. Although (MatteoS., 1986) point out that there are specific 

sports which are assumed more fitting for women globally, It is not the case 

in Iran. Instead of considering an appropriate sport for Iranian female 

athletes, they face the dilemma of being able to practice the sport by Islamic 

dress code or not.

Thirdly, there is not such a thing as if Iranian female athletes are 

portraying as a sex symbol or with sexually provocative poses since they 

compete in Hijab, but they are portraying as a symbol of Islamic values

more anything else.

Another finding of the study is that the Iranian mass media has a dual 

approach to the female sport in different languages (for Iranians and none–

Iranian newspaper readers).The English language newspapers and Farsi 

language newspaper clearly following different strategies in representing the 

female sport in all aspect of representation (amount and quality )

Previous studies regarding coverage of Iranian female athletes in 

Iranian newspapers indicated a less than 6% of article coverage during 

Athens2004 and 9.6% during London2012.(Sharepour, 2007) This research 

shows that during Rio2016, 10% of short articles portrayed Iranian female 

athletes. (Boroujerdi, Roustaei and Taleshi, 2012) In Front-Page headline, It 
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was 15.5% in London 2012, however, this study found 21% headlines about 

female athletes during Rio2016. In Photographic coverage, it increased from 

almost negligible 2% in Athen2004 to 15.4% in London2012.This study 

reveals the photographic representation of female athletes is not more than 

12% during Rio2016. Iranian female athletes are lags far behind male 

athletes in terms of media representation as well as other sportswomen who 

generally feature in an average of 40% during mega sporting events since 

the 2000s.

The headline analysis also reveals the common themes, while the 

National theme is dominating with 43% and follows by Gender theme by 37% 

in all headlines. (Political themes cover 7 %, Military theme follows by 7% 

and theological by 3%). 

The study reveals that the approach of the English language and Farsi 

language newspapers toward female sport regarding the headlines is not the 

same. While the National theme is the most frequent theme in English 

language newspapers, the Gender theme is the most frequent theme in Farsi 

language newspapers. As a conclusion, although the English language 

newspapers try to relate sport to national themes in Iran for non-Farsi 

language newspaper readers (foreigners), but the Iranian citizen is treated 
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differently where female sport is portrayed as a Gender issue for them more 

than a National one.

Using content analysis, common themes emerged from the 

photographs of Iranian Female athletes over the Rio 2016 Olympic Games 

period. These themes are 1- Athleticism Theme, 2- Religious Theme and 3-

National Theme. The study reveals that the dominant theme in photographic 

analyses in both English and Farsi language newspapers is the “religious 

theme“. Interestingly, in the English language newspapers, it follows by 

Athleticism theme while in the Farsi language newspaper it follows by 

National them.

The study also shows that there is a difference in the front-page 

strategies in terms of themes and the sports pages while the sport-pages 

dominant theme is religious follows by Athleticism theme, the Front pages 

focus in on Religious themes as well but it follows by National themes.
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5.2. Limitation

The major limitation of this study is the specific time analyzed, the 

Rio 2016 Olympics period. This period is enough to get a picture of how

Iranian female athletes are representing in Iranian newspapers, but it is 

beyond the bounds of possibility to notice similarities and differences

between how are the representation during the Olympics and other 

International sports events as well as the national ones.

The second limitation is the valid criticism of the content analyses 

which is a failure to account for an audience response to the intended 

message. According to the results of this research, the quantity and quality

of coverage allocate to women's sport in Iranian newspapers is meaningful. 

Considering the fact that Media representation has a great impact on social 

identity, It must be investigated that how this type of representation is 

constructing the current female stereotypes in Iran which are not 

investigated in this research.

5.3. Directions for future research

The main purpose of this investigation was to benchmark qualitative 
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newspaper coverage of Iranian female athletes within Rio 2016 Olympics.

Despite the purpose of this study being fulfilled that what Iranian mass 

media delivered to the public, It should be examined that how it constructs

the image of the female sport in the society.

Firstly, researchers could replicate this study of other Iranian sport 

media types such as Television, online sport media sites as well as Social 

Media, especially Instagram (due to filtering of Facebook and Twitter in 

Iran Instagram is the most popular social media). Four Iranian newspapers 

were the source for the current study, thus the findings are not generalizable 

to all other sport media types. Replication of the current study of additional 

sports Media may confirm or challenge the findings of the current study.

Secondly, the current study has been done on the four Iranian 

newspapers. (Kayhan in both Farsi and English versions, Iran and Tehran 

times). Considering the fact that none of these newspapers are “Sports-

newspapers”, Researchers could replicate this study on Iranian sports

newspaper which may confirm or challenge the findings of the current study.

Thirdly, Researchers could replicate this study on sports events other 

than the Olympics (such as world championships and Asian games) that 

Iranian female athletes are allowed to participate in Islamic dress code. 
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Replication of the current study on other sports events may confirm or 

challenge the findings of the current study.

Lastly, additional research to study the effects of mass media 

representation on the female sport on Iranian public’s attitude toward female 

sport in Iran. This study suggests that next researchers can investigate the 

effects of representing Iranian female athletes on sports events in public 

perception of the female sport.

This study also suggests that considering the effect of Media on society, 

the misrepresentation of Iranian female athletes in any form of media not 

only cause less attendance, audience and sponsors, but also will lead to the 

construction and reproduction of specific stereotypes of the Iranian Women

in the society.
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Appendix 1. Headlines

Kayhan International Headlines

1- Kayhan 

International ,Augest20,2

016

2- Kayhan International, August 21, 2016
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3- Kayhan International ,23 Aug 2016

1- Kayhan International ,24 August 2016

1- Kayhan International Sport page, August 8, 2016  
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2- August 20 , 2016

August 21,2016

Among all kayhan International headlines (two in front page and four in Sport

page) none of them mentioned the first name of the athletes (they all are called 

by their family name)

In case of Kimia Alizade, the headline considers her medal which is the first ever 

medal for women not for the country or nation.

None of the headlines or sub headlines have any punctuation mark.

On the other hand, president Rohani congratulations headline is more looks like 

a governmental headline than a sports headline. There is no name either family 

name of the medal holder, nor her sports field not even her medal.
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Kayhan (Farsi)

Kayhan (the Farsi version) has only one headline on the front page which was 

regarding the Leader message for Olympic. Although the Kayhan International 

cover the Alizadeh’s first ever medal on the front page as well, the Farsi version 

did not.

1- 23 August 2016

Translation: In a message, the Leader of the Islamic Revolution praised the 

Olympic Sport caravan

Sports Page HeadLine:

The sports pages of Kayhan Farsi's headline are these ones:
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1- 07 August 2016

Rio Olympics officially launched

March of the Imam Reza convoy led by their flag bearer, Zahra Nemati

First of all, the whole headline is more a religious headline than an athletic one. 

the convey of Imam Reza is totally represent the Shi’a Muslim religion than a 

sport national team! (Imam Reza is the name that the Iranian team in Rio is 

called in Iranian media, was a descendant of the Islam’s prophet Mohamad and 

the eighth Shi'ite Imam, who was buried in a village in Khorasan, Iran )

on the other hand, the word march is referring to a military manner which is far 

away from Olympic values.

So Zahra Nemati is considered as the flag bearer of a team which has a 

religious name, not a port team.

It must be considered that Zahra Nemati’s headline in Kayhan International 

emphasizes on her outstanding sports achievement to being qualified in both 

Olympics and Paralympic games. while in Kayhan Farsi she represented as the 

flag barrier of a team which carries a religious name.
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The Iranian Female shooter placed 6th in Olympics again 

If they supported us, today an Iranian would stand on the podium

The second headline is about Elahe Ahmadi and her 6th place in Rio again, the 

same with London where she argues in the subtitle about the lack of support of 

her while In the first line, considering the fact that one of the key functions of 

punctuation marks is brought clarity in headlines, It is notable that the author 

(the article has no author name) use no punctuation in the headline. 

It's not clear exactly what does the headline mean, whether it means she again 

placed 6th to humiliate her because she wasted the national budget for four 

years and again placed 6th) or she kept her previous record which is valuable.

The subtitle but argues about the female sports. Criticize the lack of support of 

Iranian female shoo

she claims there could be a chance of achieving medal if she received support.

Again the sentences end with no punctuation mark and the author does not 

mention her first name (only last name without any abbreviation ) which 

generally considered as a sign of respect
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2- 20 Aug 2016

Translation:

Alizadeh’s bronze medal worth as much as a gold 

The Iranian Lady made history in Rio with hijab

This headline is the only headline of Kayhan (Farsi ) in sports page regarding 
female athletes in Rio in a full article about female athletes. It seems as if Alizade 
‘s first ever medals in Olympics forced Kayhan to change its approach. the 

achievement was considerable enough that Kayhan could not dismiss it. 

Instead of calling her name, the Kayhan’s headline mention her as: “Iranian lady 
with Hijab “ 

The headline focuses on her religious appearance versus her athletic competence.

On the other hand, the terms hijab and Iranian used together to interrelate them 
with each other in the case of this success where for none of the other Iranian 
female athletes the media use them together, although they also represent Iran and 

they all wearing Hijab.

The different strategies of Kayhan are obvious. besides the fact that they do not 

have any headline on their front page in Farsi, the content of the headlines are 

almost different from English to Farsi one.
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Tehran Times

Front Page Headlines 

Tehran Times has two headlines for female athletes and two more headlines on 

female sports during Rio Olympic games.(Zahra Nemai and Kimia Alizadeh)

1- 6 August 2016

Archer Zahra Nemati aims to make a splash in Rio

The headline uses “make the splash “which means to become suddenly 

very successful or very well known for Zahra Nemati qualifying for both 

Olympics and Par-Olympics.

She is called “Archer “ which is one of the very few time's Iranian athletes 

are called as an athlete in Iranian Newspapers during Olympics.
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There is also no punctuation mark in the headline.

2- 20 August 2016

Headlines: Kimia 

Alizade wins Iran’s first woman 

an Olympic medal.

It simply mentioned the first 

women Olympic medal. 

3- 23 August 2016

Headline: Iran comes 25th at Rio Olympics

4- 23 August 2016
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The headline: Hijab and turbans 

are not a threat to sport

Sports Page Headlines

1- 07 August 2016

Again no punctuation mark, no clarity, no abbreviation.

2- 11 August 2016

The headline ( and the whole Article is a copy of the Gradian )

3- 20 August 2016 
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The headline in sports page is exactly the same as the front page 

headline .(the photo changed but the headline not )

Iran

Front page

Iran has headlined in the Female sport.

1- 06 August 2016

Javer: Rio is not meeting Olympic Standards

By the headline on the front page, one cannot understand whether it is 

about a female or male athlete.Only her family name is mentioned.

2- 07 August 2016
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Zahra Nemati is the feature on Opening Ceremony

Elahe Ahmadi comes sixth in women’s air 

Mahsa Javer proceed to repechage heats in the women’s rowing single sculls event

All three headlines mentioned the first name of female athletes as well as family 

name.

Translation: To the proud march

Translation: Heavy security throughout Rio for 

start of the Olympic Games

3- 11 August 2016

Zahra Nemati: Admirable loser

Guardian: Nemati wins hearts
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The Iran headline removes Trail-Blazer, minds and stirring effort in archery 

from Guardian title. For Iran, Zahra Nemati only wins heart not Minds and 

It just happens without mentioning the reason for it which is her stirring 

effort in archery. Iran also cut the “Trail-Blazer” from the headline as well as 

her first name.

4- 14 August 2016

Leyla Rajabi: the 3rd headline out of 

three!

The focus is on the disrespecting of the TV broadcast commentator on her 

performance, not her athletic achievement.

5- 20 August 2016

Alizade’s “Bronze” made history for Iran at Olympics

Kimia Wins Iran’s first Olympic Medal for Women

18 years old taekwondo player set a record of youngest Iranian medal holder 
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in Olympics

Non the sports name (taekwondo) in the headline, only in subheadline)

Translation: President Lauds Iranian 

Athletes’ Performance in Olympic Games

President Rouhani: I could not wait for the 

competitions to end to praise the Iranian athletes for 

their glorious presence.

Iran 

Sports Page Headlines 

1- -06 August 2016

Translation: Javer : the Facilities in Rio are not appropriate for Olympics.

2- 07 August 2016
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Translation: Ahmadi placed sixth, united state First 

This headline is literally a paradox. Since Islamic revelation in 1979, United

States consider as an enemy in all Iranian media. Praising the victory of the 

American athlete and emphasizing the loss of the Iranian female athlete 

sound awkward.

3- 20 August 2016

The artists and athletes appreciate Kimia Alizadeh

4- 21 August 2016

Translation: Iranian Female athletes shine at Olympics
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This is the only headline with a female author. Although there is no 

punctuation mark in this headline as well, the sentences itself is a positive 

sentence which does not bring any doubt. 

5- 24 August 2016

Sports minister praise supreme leader 

for his support of Iranian Olympians especially women 

Iran NOC president praise Supreme 

leader for his message for Iranian Olympic Team.
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Appendix 2 (Photos)
1- Keyhan International 

Keyhan
International

Front page 
Individual 
Female 
Photo

Sports Page 
Individual  
Female 
Photo

Front page Team 
Photo(Including 
Female athletes)

Sports Page 
Female 
Photo
(Including 
Female 
athletes)

2 4 1 2

Keyhan International published two (2) female Individual athlete photos on 

newspaper’s front page and One (1) team photos including both women 

and men as well.

In sports pages, Keyhan International published four (4) photos of 

Individual female athletes. Keyhan International also published two (2) Team 

photos including both female and male teams.
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Keyhan International Front page photos:

1- 20 August 2016

photo 

number:KI,08202016F,Kimia

2- 21 August 2016

Photo 

Number :KI,08212016F,Kimia

3- 23 August 2016

Photo 

Number :KI,08232016F,Team
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Keyhan International Sport Page photos:

1- 07 Aug 2016

Photo Number :KI,08072016S,Team

In the frame of the photo the shooter MahlaghaJam bozorg wearing the 

black Chador (a garment that covers women from head to toe, leaving the face 

exposed) which is introduced as “perfect Hijab “by Iranian Media on the 

right corner of the chador.

Crop the Iranian Flag and flag bearer to make chador as a Chador!

2- 08 Aug 2016

Photo Number :KI,08082016S,Javer

The photo is cropped above the female athlete chest level, without an 

athletic dress but a scarf and in competition venue.
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Photo Number :KI,08082016S,Nemati

The photo is cropped above the female athlete chest level, without an 

athletic dress but a scarf and in competition venue.
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3- 20 August 2016

Photo 

Number :KI,08202016S,kimia1

The photo is representing her 

on the podium but cropped 

from both sides ( to ensure no 

women without hijab’s photo 

published in the newspaper )  

as well as from the hip level to 

ensure that would not affect

the concept of Hijab in Iran

where all female must wear 

long trousers and a coat or 

double-breasted long sleeve 

dress that covers the hips.
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4- 21 August 2016

Photo Number :KI,08202016S,kimia2

Another photo of Kimia Alizadeh, the Bronze medal winner the photo 

only shows her face, beside the president face in a political theme

5- 23 August 2016

Photo Number :KI,08232016S,Team
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Kayhan Farsi

Keyhan
Farsi

Front page 
Individual 
Female Photo

Sports Page 
Individual  
Female Photo

Front page Team 
Photo(Including 
Female athletes)

Sports Page 
Female Photo
(Including 
Female 
athletes)

2 1 0 1

Keyhan Farsi published Two (2) female athlete’s Individual photos on 

newspaper’s front page (while this newspaper published eleven(11) photos 

from a male athlete during Olympic on the front page) and One (1) team 

photos including both women and men as well.

In sports pages, Keyhan Farsi published One (1) photo of Individual female 
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athletes. Keyhan Farsi also published One (1) Team photos including both 

female and male teams.

Front Page

1-24 August 2016

Photo Number :KF,08242016F,Kimia

Photo Number :KF,08242016F,Zahra

Those shining Iranian girls in Olympics. Putting them in either ides nit in the 

middle. Female athletes seem to be separated to other sides of sport in Iran.
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Sport Page

1- 07 Aug 2016

Photo 

Number :KF,0

8072016S,Tea

m

Th

e photo is 

cropped from 

the front of 

the raw. 

With the flag of Iran, it shows a National theme as well as with all female 

athletes in vail, It shows Religious theme.

2- 20 August 2016

Photo Number: KF,08202016S, Kimia
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Kimai Alizade after 

winning in the 

quadrate final 

which ensure her 

bronze medal.

This photo shows 

an Islamic sign of 

thanking God.

While her athletic clothes indicate athletic theme.

Tehran Times

Tehran 
Times

Front page 
Individual 
Female Photo

Sports Page 
Individual  
Female Photo

Front page Team 
Photo(Including 
Female athletes)

Sports Page 
Female Photo
(Including 
Female 
athletes)

2 5 1 0

Tehran Times published Two (2) female athlete’s Individual photos on 

newspaper’s front page (while this newspaper published eleven(11) photos 

from a male athlete during Olympic on the front page) and One (1) team 
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photos including both women and men as well.

In sports pages, Tehran Times published Five (5) photo of Individual female 

athletes (while this newspaper published thirty (30) photos from a male

athlete during Olympic on the Sports Page ). Tehran Times did not publish 

any Team photos (Including both female and male teams) on sports page.

Front Page

1- 06 August 2016

A cropped photo of Iranian flag bearer, cropped from the upper hip, carrying 

Iranian flag on her back.

Photo Number :TT,08062016F,Nemati

2- 20 August 2016
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Photo Number :TT,08202016F,Kimia

Kimia Alizadeh photo after winning the match and confirming her bronze medal 

in Olympic. In the chosen photo, she is not looking at the camera.

3- 07 Aug 2016
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Photo Number :TT,08072016F,Team

One more crop page of the Iranian team in Opening ceremony. Again 

the Flag bearer is cropped from the lower knee.(same photo with Iran 

front page, less cropped )

Sport Page

1- 6 August 2016
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Photo Number :TT,08062016S,Nemati

Not only Zahra Nemati ‘s photo is cropped but also in the chosen photo to 

published, another female athlete covers her hair with a cap

2- 07 August 2016

Photo 

Number :TT,08072016S,Ahmadi

Elahe Ahmadi in action but the 
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photo is cropped from her upper chest.

4- 11 Aug 2016

Photo 

Number :TT,08112016S,Nemati

Tehran Times share the whole 

article from Guardian about Zahra 

Nemai but Nemati’s photo is 

cropped from her knee.(the left 

photo )

The original photo is the one 

below. (source: Guardian)
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5- 20 Aug 2016

Photo Number: TT,08202016S, Kimia
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Another cropped photo from upper chest level of Iranian Medalist Kimia 

Aliraze, with the flag of Iran overhead and her eyes down to the ground. In 

the chosen photo, she is not looking at the camera.

The newspaper chose this photo of her without taekwondo helmet with Hijab.

6- 23 Aug 2016
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Photo Number :TT,08202316S,Kimia

The photo is putting Kimia Alizade at the lowest left part of other Iranian 

medalist in Rio, even though she is the only women medalist.

Putting her on the firing is an indication of hoe female sport is not a main part 

of the sport in Iran.

The photo is cropped over her hip as well as her arms.
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Iran
Iran Front page 

Individual 
Female Photo

Sports Page 
Individual  
Female Photo

Front page Team 
Photo(Including 
Female athletes)

Sports Page 
Female Photo
(Including 
Female 
athletes)

1 2 1 0

Iran (Farsi) published one (1) female athlete’s Individual photos on 

newspaper’s front page (while this newspaper published six (6) photos from 

a male athlete during Olympic on the front page) and One (1) team photos 

including both women and men as well.

In sports pages, Iran published two (2) photo of Individual female athletes 

(while this newspaper published seven (7) photos from a male athlete 

during Olympic on the Sports Page). 

Iran did not publish any Team photos (Including both female and male 

teams) on the sports page.

Front page

1- 07 Aug 2016
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Photo Number :IR,08072016F,Team

One more crop page of the Iranian team in Opening ceremony. Again the Flag 

bearer is cropped from the lower knee.(same photo with Tehran Times front 

page with even more cropped )

2- 20 August 2016

Photo Number :IR,08202316F,Kimia
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One more photo of Kimia Alizadeh, cropped from hip area and without 

taekwondo helmet to emphasize on her Islamic Hijab.

Sport Page

1- 6 August 2016

Photo Number: IR,08062316S,Javer

Mahsa Javer in the Iranian NOC uniform with a scarf. The photo is 

cropped from her upper knee but a subtitle is covering her hip area.
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2- 13 Aug 2016

Photo Number: IR,08132316S,Nemati

A photo of Nemati cropped to her head only on Sport page. This photo was 

published over an article of Euro sport about her.
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